
This Document is written by Joseph Sarti, M.A., L.Ac.

Note: If you are uncertain how to perform any of the movements or need further instructions 
please feel free to email me at joe@SartiSportsMedicine.com
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Below is a list of exercises and stretches that will help eliminate & manage Low Back 
pain. These exercises and stretches should be done daily for best and long term results. 
Remember it is crucial that you use the breathe to help guide you into and out of the 
poses. Breathing in and out of the nose will help serve to guide you. Note: additional 
strength training and professional help maybe necessary to enhance benefits increase 
overall results

Cat and Cow Movement. Repeat this 10 times each direction. Inhale as the belly button 
moves toward the floor and exhale as back moves toward the sky.

Childs Pose, 2 variations. First variation with hands by the feet is similar to the cat pose 
above. The rounding of the back stretches the spine. The second variation with the hands 
extended also provides wonderful relieve for the back (note: the knees are apart and toes 
together to allow the body to rest between the thighs.) Hold for 1 minute plus.

Cobra Pose: The elbows squeeze into the rib cage, hands lightly press and shoulder blades 
pull toward the hips and hug in toward the spine. Relax the shoulders away from the ears and 
lightly engage the gluteals and squeeze the legs together. Try to hold up to 1 minute (you can 
perform sets of 10 second intervals. Childs pose is a nice counter stretch.



Downward Dog: Great for the calves, hamstrings, gluteals, spine, shoulders and wrists. Hold 
for a good minute and always come back to this for one of the best stretches period!

Intense Side Stretch: Note: slightly bend the front knee if too intense and/or place the hands 
on the leg. 30 seconds - 1 minute per side

Supported Squat. Hold this position for up to 3-5 minutes. It is best performed with some 
support. Note: the spine is long and in neutral. 



Head to Knee and its sister Pose Revolved Head to Knee: Do both poses on 1 side 
prior to advancing to other side. The revolved is one of the best poses for one sided low back 
pain. 30 seconds per stretch per side.

Forward Fold: This is another classic and wonderful go to stretch. Note this can also be 
performed in a standing forward fold as a general alternative and especially at the office. Slightly 
bending the knees will shift the stretch and take away some of the intensity, you may even feel 
more in the low back. Hold for a good 30 seconds to 1 minute



Supported Bridge Pose: This is a wonderful counter pose to sitting. Place the support at the 
top of the hips but not directly on the low back. A cork based yoga block works best. If you do 
not have a block, just lift the hips engage the gluteals, press heals away from body & draw navel 
toward spine to protect the core. If you do have support hold for 1-3 minutes

Lying figure 4 (a variation of Pigeon pose). This is another classic and often gentler than 
Pigeon. Note: you can use a wall by placing your support leg on the wall to help ease into the 
stretch. Hold for 30 seconds to 1 minute per side.

Lying Twist: A great way to release tension in the low back. Note the palms are up and if you 
can turn the head do so otherwise look upward. Hold 30 seconds - 1 minute per side.



The final pose, 2 wonderful options

Savasana: The absolute best yoga pose. Here it is best to lie for as long as possible but 
general rules being 5 to 20 minutes. Let go of everything and just relax. A blanket, eye pillow, 
neck pillow and even a pillow under the knees all are wonderful options.

Legs Up The Wall (option 2): This is a great pose at the end of the sequence or after a long 
day on your legs or hard run, workout. 5 minutes.




